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synopsis  | In a town where people are missing, and desires turn into disaster, the
mystery to what’s behind it all has uncovered the dark truth. That is that love can kill and more than once. 
In “DUNGEON” we follow the journey of Hoboken real estate broker Richard Gates (Andy Bowles) as he 
finds himself a victim of an unusual circumstance involving Kate (Faith Stanek) the only tenant of the 
newest building on the market. Frightened and scared he fights for his life all while his loving Grandma 
(Sheilagh Weymouth) and Hoboken’s overworked Detective Marsh (Victoria Meade) search for clues 
hoping to find him. In doing so Detective Marsh gains a lead to the whereabouts of a case that has gone 
cold involving missing person James Madison (Sheldon J. Nicholas Jr.). APB Productions presents an 
Andy Bowles film “DUNGEON”.

Tagline  | A real estate agent taken prisoner by deranged tenant of his newest listing.



director’s statement

“Dungeon is a fun light hearted suspense thriller.”

Dungeon is a fun light hearted suspense thriller.  A 

story about a real estate agent taken prisoner by 

deranged tenant of his newest listing. The slapstick 

style drama is not only entertaining at moments it is 

funny. During casting the characters were open to 

any gender and the roles were cast to whomever had 

the greatest auditions. Many male written characters 

went to female performers. Creating an entirely 

different dynamic on screen compared to the 

screenplay. All the actors in Dungeon are truly 

talented and I am lucky to have gotten to work with 

them. The crew are some of the hardest and most 

creative individuals and I am grateful for all their 

hard work and creativity. Dungeon is a film I am 

proud of and is my greatest work to date.

Andy Bowles

NYC, December 1, 2022



cast bios

FAITH STANEK
as KATE

Faith Stanek was destined to be a native New 

Yorker. Growing up in Syracuse, NY. Her dreams 

of being an actress soon found her in NYC where 

she studied acting at B. I. H. Studios. Soon after 

she went to work creating many diverse and 

challenging characters having been cast in 

various independent films all across the USA. 

Andy Bowles 
as Richard Gates

Andy Bowles is an actor and filmmaker. Andy 

grew up in the small Texas town of Cedar Hill 

where he and his friends made their own 

independent movies out of pure love for the art. 

Andy studied acting in Hollywood for years with 

some of the best teachers in the industry. Andy 

formed APB Productions in 2004 and has 

continued pursuing his dreams of being an actor 

and filmmaker ever since....
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cast

Sheilagh 
Weymouth
as Grandma

Tara
Troy
as Barber on the street

Jett 
Miller
as Barber at the building

Maggie 
Wagner
as Potential home buyer

Sheldon J. 
Nicholas JR.
as James Madison

Victoria 
MeADE
as Detective Marsh

Israel
Carabollo Jr.
as Cheif of Police

Terralon
Walker
as Realtor
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